
GET THOSE DEYPLOYMENTSCRIPTS - FAST!
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Thank you for having me here !
–Andreas Groenevelt

“Doing” Oracle and Apex as of 2013
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• Explain the case for using 
diff-script generation tooling
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• Demonstrate using a “worse 
case scenario” with the Toad 
Snapshot-files feature.  



Deploying an Apex application from the command 
line is pretty straigthforward 

…but… 
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…deploying the other stuff can be a challenge.

Create a SQL*Plus script once and the apex exportfile can be 

dropped at a default location to be handled.


Other stuff being all kinds of Oracle objects, be it in 

the parsing schema and / or those living in other schema’s.


When doing a mint / initial install, things may be straightforward, 

but more often than not you will be working on an existing version. 

And then you must take care not to break anything when promoting 

to the next environment in the DTAP-stack. 


And you will not always be the one that does the promoting / deployment 

- in those cases you are running blind…
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1 - Start out with application version same on all environments

2 - Create a new version in development

3 - Create a delta script to promote tot test environment

4 - Apply - or have it apply - to the test environment

5 - Uh-oh:Test says “No”…

6 - It should have been like, well, something else

7 - Fix things on development

8 - Now decide on a promoting strategy….

      Create an in between script to morph the star into a moon…

      Run some sort of inverse / revoke script…

      Have DBA clone Acc or Prod back to test again… 
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Develop Test Acceptance Production
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Wouldn’t it be nicer to be able to just administer the 

build configurations and have some sort of function 

to get the deployment scripts as needed?



Help is available out there!
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Two (of the most well known) options:

• SQL Developer - Cart 
• Toad for Oracle - Snapshot files 

• Generate Schema Script 
• Compare Schemas
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SQL Developer Cart 

PRO: Free - so can be used when access to source 
and target schemas are available. Be it on the same or 
on different instances. 

CON: Cart saves the configuration information - not the 
object definitions themselves. You always need a 
connection to a physical schema.

Also: sometimes SQL Developer renders scripts in the wrong order: 

e.a. create triggers before the procedures that are referenced in those triggers.
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Toad Snapshot-file feature 
PRO:  
A full or subset configuration of objects in a schema 
can be saved into a snapshot file that does not 
need a physical connection, but can act as a stand-
in for either the source or target schema when 
comparing. 

This allows for creating diff-scripts, even if target-, 
source-, or both schemas are not available.  

CON:  
Well, it’s not free, but calculate the costs for doing 
this by hand and compare it to that of a license.
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Demo
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1. Set the stage ( D=T=A=P ) 
2. Save the initial development state. 
3. Do some next version work on development. 
4. Now - assume you don’t have access to test -  

create delta on current dev and the initial state. 
5. Save this build of the work done on development. 
6. Create deployment. 
7. Deploy (or have it deployed).
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1 - Set the stage ( D=T=A=P )
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Suppose: we have identical 
environments for HR containing the 
standard OLTP-datamodel and a 
DWH-datamodel
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2 - Save the initial development state
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Select the development schema as source.
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Select which object types to consider including in the snapshot. 

(these are not the actual objects)
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These options are at your own discretion, but the “Use relative path..” 

is especially important when the eventual script must run 

on another environment.   
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.\LOCALHOST_1521_ORCL_HR_D_1.0.0_%DATEFILE%_%TIMEFILE%.SDXML

This will be your .0000-build.
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In most cases you don’t want the schema name to be included.
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Splitting the ALTER TABLE constraints is nice for those few cases 

where you have to intervene in the resulting script 

(rename columns, adding not null columns to tables having records).
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Now when you click the green plus-button, it will collect the 

actual objects, filtered based on your previous selections.
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In this case we only want to consider the OLTP-relevant objects…
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Select unwanted rows and press delete-button

…and just unchecking the boxes for the other objects 

does not achieve that goal: you must delete them!
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Now you can save this configuration list, so you 

don’t have to repeat this later on. 

Note that this is not your snapshot-file…
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After moving on to Finish, you’re shown the main objects 

and their dependent objects (i.e. Tables and Indexes, Triggers), 

together with an initial full install / deployment script. 

Explicitly save that script, if you want that one next to 

the generated scripts.
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- The .sos is your configuration-list file. 

- The .SDXML is the actual snapshot file, representing your 0000-build. 

  Store that one for save keeping.

- The Build_All will call the appropriate object scripts in the right order. 

As a side note: 

you would put these object-scripts in a file-based version 

control system. Not the .sdxml per se, because visually diff-ing .sdxml 

files is not very useful.

To get a consistent set for the next build, you could use this same 

schema export function. Instead of selecting a physical schema as your 

source, you can select the snapshot file for the next build 

(the 0001.sdxml created later on)   
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3 - Do some next version work
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…and someone threw all 
DWH-stuff out the 

window…
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4 - Create delta on current dev and the initial state
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1

2 3

4

5

To get the delta scripts to change our initial 0000-build state 

into our current 0001-state on development, we want to compare 

the state of our current schema (source) to the initial state stored 

in the 0000.sdxml snapshot (target).
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This will get you your 1.1.0-snapshot ! 

Configuring your options, the Object Types, again, determine 

the scope of the types to consider. 

It is important to select to have a snapshot file created for the 

current source schema, as this will get you your build-0001 snapshot.
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Take a moment to check 
these out, but don’t worry 
too much: if it turns out 
wrong, you can always go 
back, make changes and 
try again.
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Remember we did a rename of an existing column?

Always review the results !

A rename of a column will show up as a drop and a create. 
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Check for any unwanted schema-name references.
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5 - Save this build of the work done on development.
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The .sdxml file is your 1.1.0.0001 snapshot.
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6 - Create deployment.
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The SyncScript will need a change to cater 
for the rename column:
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1. Copy the final SyncScript to a deploy directory for this build 
2. Add a log directory 
3. Copy the MasterScript for each environment you want to  

deploy to and…
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… make the appropriate changes:

Of course, this is just a fragment of a full-fledged deployment script. 

The idea is, you can plug the SyncScript at a fixed location therein.
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7 - Deploy.
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Let’s check out current state of test environment:
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Fire up SQL*Plus, press enter and provide the password:
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Check the log-file
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1. Renamed 
column still has 
values. 

2. Remember 
someone 
deleted the 
DWH-objects in 
dev? Because 
we explicitly 
defined our 
project’s 
configuration, 
they still exist 
here !
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